IPO note: Sterling and Wilson Solar Ltd. (SWSL) – Robust play on Solar EPC
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Incorporated on March 9, 2017 Sterling and Wilson Solar Limited (“SWSL”) is a
global pure-play, end-to-end solar engineering, procurement and construction
Issue structure
QIB – 50%
(“EPC”) solutions provider and were the world’s largest solar EPC solutions
NIB – 35%
provider in 2018 based on annual installations of utility-scale photovoltaic (“PV”)
Retail – 15%
systems of more than 5 mega-watt peak (“MWp”), according to IHS Markit. The
Price Band
Rs. 775 – Rs. 780
company benefit from the brand reputation, industry relationships and project
Face value
Re. 1
management expertise of the Shapoorji Pallonji Group (the “SP Group”) and the
Post
Issue
equity
shares
16.036 crores equity shares
Sterling and Wilson Group (“S&W”). The SP Group is a global conglomerate and
Post
issue
Market
Cap
has over 150 years of experience as an EPC solutions provider in various industries
Rs. 12,508 crores
across 45 countries. As of March 31, 2018, the total consolidated assets of
Pre/Post issue Promoter
100%/75.02 %
Shapoorji Pallonji and Company Pvt. Ltd. (“SPCPL”), the flagship company of the SP
holding
Issue size
Group was Rs.56,353.14 crore, which helps them meet certain financial
Rs. 3,125 crores
requirements for bidding for solar power projects. They also benefited from global
Bid lot
19 Equity shares and in
presence and stakeholder relationships of the SP Group. S&W has over 90 years of
multiples thereof
experience in offering EPC solutions with operations across 34 countries. In
Book Running Lead
Axis Capital, ICICI Securities,
particular, before entering a new market, they typically leverage from the
Managers
Credit Suisse, Deutsche Equities
presence of the SP Group and S&W in that market to get a head start in
Registrar to the issue
Link Intime
establishing their operations. In connection with the Demerger, the company
entered into a Framework Agreement with SWPL, pursuant to which SWPL will
Y/e 31 Mar (Rs. crs)
FY19
FY18*
execute all their service contracts entered into prior to the Demerger from its
Total Income
8,240
6,872
branch offices and transfer all related benefits to the company.
EBITDA
852
550
SWSL provides EPC services primarily for utility-scale solar power projects with a
EBITDA (%)
10.34
8.00
focus on project design and engineering and manage all aspects of project
PAT
638.2
450.5
execution from conceptualizing to commissioning. They also provide operations
and maintenance (“O&M”) services, including for projects constructed by thirdPAT (%)
7.75
6.56
parties. As of March 31, 2019, they had 205 commissioned and contracted solar
Equity Share Capital
16.03
16.03
power projects with an aggregate capacity of 6,870.12 MWp. Currently they have
EPS (Rs.)
39.85
29.97
presence across 26 countries. As at March 31, 2019 their order book was
20
26.0
P/E (x)at upper end
Rs.3,831.58 crore and received letters of intent of Rs.3,908.16 crore (of which
Rs.2,195.93 crore were converted into definitive EPC contracts since March 31, of price band
P/BV (x)
12
31
2019) for solar power projects for which they have won the bid, but have not yet
executed definitive EPC contracts. SWSL is the sole EPC solutions provider for the
RoE (%)
62
118
world’s largest single location solar PV plant of 1,177 MWp in Abu Dhabi,
Source: RHP, * denotes period from beginning March 09,
according to CRISIL Research. SWSL is also the largest solar EPC solutions providers
2017 to March 31, 2018
in each of India, Africa and Middle East in 2018 with 16.6%, 36.6% and 40.4%
Investment recommendation and rationale
market share, respectively, according to IHS Markit.
According to IHS Markit: a) Solar energy is one of the fastest
The company operates an asset-light business model, under which their customers
growing forms of renewable energy. b) The total cumulative
installed solar photovoltaic (PV) generation capacity could
are responsible for sourcing and acquiring real estate while they typically lease
reach nearly 1,090 GW globally by 2022. c) The global annual
equipment required for their operations. The asset-light business model generally
solar PV installations has witnessed a CAGR of 21.8 percent from
entails low capital expenditures and fixed costs, and offers flexibility and scalability
31.6 giga – watts (“GW”) in 2012 to 103.0 GW in 2018. The global
to meet their customers’ needs, provide customized solutions and respond quickly
annual solar PV installations run rate could increase to 148.4 GW
to market conditions. They are able to operate with low working capital
by 2021. SWSL IPO is valued at a P/E of 20x at FY19 EPS which is
requirements as their EPC contracts are typically of short duration. They typically
reasonable. With due consideration to factors like: a) largest
require an advance payment from customers for certain deliverables and their EPC
global solar EPC solutions provider in a fast growing solar
contracts include shorter payment cycles from their customers compared to longer
industry, b) comprehensive end-to-end EPC solutions provider
with a global execution track record, c) a dedicated design
payment cycles from their suppliers.

For FY19, the Company’s topline was well diversified. India accounted for 30
percent, Middle East and North Africa accounted for 48 percent, Rest of Africa
accounted for 8.16 percent, South East Asia accounted for 9.62 percent, United
States and Latin America accounted for 4.30 percent and Australia accounted for
0.08 percent of topline.

and engineering team focused on innovation and developing
efficient and cost effective engineering solutions, d) Company’s
flexible Hub-and-Spoke business model facilitating geographic
expansion to capture the global opportunities, e) strong
relationship with suppliers due to global execution track record
helps sourcing of raw materials at competitive prices, f) history
of timely completion of projects globally, g) high percentage of
repeat customers (outside India – 64. 4%, India – 83.3%),
h) strong parentage and ability to leverage global “ Shapoorji
Pallonji” brand, i) strong growth and financial performance
backed by an asset – light business model, j) good anchor
investment by marquee investors instills confidence in the
Company, we recommend “SUBSCRIBE” to the issue.
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Objects of the issue
Offer for sale of Equity Shares aggregating upto 3,125 Cr.
(Offer for sale of equity shares aggregating upto Rs.2,083.33 crores by Shapoorji Pallonji & Co. Pvt. Ltd. and upto Rs.1,041.67 crores by Khurshed Yazdi
Daruvala)
Promoter Selling Shareholders shall utilize a portion of the net offer proceeds, towards funding full repayment of the loans due to the Company and
Sterling and Wilson International Solar FZCO from Sterling and Wilson Private Limited (“SWPL”) and Sterling and Wilson International FZE (a subsidiary of
SWPL) respectively within 90 days from the date of listing of the equity shares

Promoters and key management background
The company was incorporated on March 9, 2017 as Rashmika Energy Private Limited. The Promoters of the company are Shapoorji
Pallonji and Company Pvt. Ltd (“SPCPL”) and Khurshed Yazdi Daruvala. The Solar EPC Division of Sterling and Wilson Private Limited
(“SWPL”) was demerged into the company pursuant to the Scheme of Arrangement, with the appointed date for the transfer of such Solar
EPC Division being April 1, 2017. Thereafter, to reflect the association of the company with the Sterling and Wilson group, the name of the
company was changed to Sterling and Wilson Solar Private Limited.
Khurshed Yazdi Daruvala is the Promoter, Chairman and a Non-Executive Non-Independent Director of the company. He has been part of
the Sterling and Wilson group for about 25 years and has held the position of managing director of SWPL. He has been on the Company
Board since April 25, 2018.
Pallon Shapoorji Mistry is the Non-Executive Non-Independent Director of the company. He is on the board of companies such as
Shapoorji Pallonji and Company Pvt. Ltd., Afcons Infrastructure Ltd, Shapoorji Pallonji Infrastructure Capital Co. Pvt. Ltd., Shapoorji Pallonji
Oil and Gas Pvt. Ltd. and SWPL. He has been on the Company Board since August 2, 2018.
Bikesh Ogra is the Non-Executive Non-Independent Director of the Company and global CEO. He joined the Sterling and Wilson group in
1996 and has over 22 years of experience in the EPC sector. He has been on the company Board since March 27, 2019.
Keki Manchersha Elavia, Arif Saleh Doctor and Rukhshana Jina Mistry are the Independent Directors of the company.
Bahadur Dastoor is the Chief Financial Officer of the company. He has been part of the company since July 1, 2018. He has been associated
with the Sterling and Wilson group since December 1, 2010.
Jagannadha Rao Ch. V. is the Company Secretary and Compliance Officer of the company. He joined the company on May 8, 2018. He has
about 29 years of experience in secretarial and legal matters.
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Disclaimer
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. is a fully integrated investment banking, merchant banking, corporate advisory, stock broking,
commodity and currency broking. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. research analysts responsible for the preparation of the
research report may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for gathering, applying and
interpreting information.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. is a SEBI registered Research Analyst entity bearing registration Number INH000001170 under
SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014.
Individuals employed as research analyst by Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or their associates are not allowed to deal or trade
in securities that the research analyst recommends within thirty days before and within five days after the publication of a
research report as prescribed under SEBI Research Analyst Regulations.
Subject to the restrictions mentioned in above paragraph, We and our affliates, officers, directors, employees and their
relative may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions acting as a principal in, and buy or sell the securities or
derivatives thereof, of Company mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and
earn brokerage.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or its associates may have commercial transactions with the Company mentioned in the research
report with respect to advisory services.
The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by Ajcon Global Services Ltd. and are subject to change
without any notice. The report and information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected
recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person
or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of Ajcon Global Services Ltd. While we would
endeavour to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, Ajcon Global Services Ltd. is under no obligation to
update or keep the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent Ajcon
Global Services Ltd. from doing so. This report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to
be reliable, but no independent verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This report and
information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document or
solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. Though disseminated to all the
customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. will not
treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal,
accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your specific
circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, who
must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of
specific recipient. This may not be taken in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The
recipient should independently evaluate the investment risks. The value and return on investment may vary because of
changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. accepts no liabilities
whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of this report. Past performance is not necessarily a
guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated
before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forwardlooking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or its
associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been
mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. encourages independence in research report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in
preparation of research report. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits
from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in connection with preparation of the research report.
Accordingly, neither Ajcon Global Services Ltd. nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of interest at the time of
publication of this report.
It is confirmed that Akash Jain – MBA (Financial Markets) or any other Research Analysts of this report has not received any
compensation from the company mentioned in the report in the preceding twelve months. Compensation of our Research
Analysts is not based on any specific merchant banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or its subsidiaries collectively or Directors including their relatives, Research Analysts, do not own
1% or more of the equity securities of the Company mentioned in the report as of the last day of the month preceding the
publication of the research report.
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It is confirmed that Akash Jain – MBA (Financial Markets) research analyst or any other Research Analysts of Ajcon Global
do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the companies mentioned in the report.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the
information presented in this report. Neither the Research Analysts nor Ajcon Global Services Ltd. have been engaged in
market making activity for the companies mentioned in the report.
We submit that no material disciplinary action has been taken on Ajcon Global Services Ltd. by any Regulatory Authority
impacting Equity Research Analysis activities.
Analyst Certification
I, Akash Jain MBA (Financial Markets), research analyst, author and the names subscribed to this report, hereby certify that
all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer(s) or securities. I also
certify that no part of compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or
view (s) in this report.
For research related queries contact:

Mr. Akash Jain – Vice President (Research) at research@ajcon.net, 022-67160431 (D)
CIN: L74140MH1986PLC041941
SEBI registration Number: INH000001170 as per SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014.
Website: www.ajcononline.com
Registered and Corporate office
408 - (4th Floor), Express Zone, “A” Wing, Cello – Sonal Realty, Near Oberoi Mall and Patel’s, Western Express Highway,
Goregaon (East), Mumbai – 400063. Tel: 91-22-67160400, Fax: 022-28722062
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